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Love Places
We look after special places for ever, for everyone. We value the 
positive impact they have on people’s lives and, through their 
conservation, ensure future generations can enjoy them too. We 
celebrate the distinctiveness of places, keeping them honest and 
authentic, not uniform or fake. We are ambassadors for these 
places, promoting the experiences they offer and the sense of 
wellbeing they bring.

Share our Common Purpose
We work together, trusting and empowering each other to make 
good decisions. We work collaboratively and at pace, building 
effective relationships and learning from each other. As we work to 
build connections between people and place, we’re clear on what 
we’re personally accountable for, making decisions within agreed 
frameworks. We promote simplicity, fairness and innovation. 

Inspire People
We’re warm and welcoming and part of the communities around 
us. We inspire people to build relationships with the places we look 
after, sharing ideas that encourage them to visit, donate, volunteer 
or join. We exceed people’s expectations with our can-do attitude 
and our openness to the views, needs and suggestions of others. 
We thrive by involving people in what we do, inspiring them to 
champion our cause.

Think Long Term
We look after places for people to enjoy, forever. We forge lifelong 
relationships with these places and take a far-sighted approach 
to overcome the challenges they face. We behave in a sustainable 
way, reducing our own environmental impact and spending wisely 
to assure our long-term security. We keep things simple and are 
imaginative about finding better ways to do things.
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	What you will deliver: Volunteer Experience
	Its about: You will co-ordinate volunteering  across a property, or part of a property to ensure a consistent and quality volunteer experience, which is positive, flexible and inclusive. You will work with colleagues and partners to innovate and create an environment where volunteers are safe and can thrive. 
	Its about_3: You will champion the positive impact of volunteer involvement and advocate for  the needs of volunteers. You will ensure volunteers are kept informed and engaged. You will seek and respond to feedback. You will involve & support volunteers through change. 
	undefined_3: Planning & Innovation
	Its about_4: You will influence and be responsible for the  delivery of the strategic volunteering plan. You will proactively discuss progress, opportunities and risks with the Property Leadership Team to ensure volunteering plan remains dynamic & relevant.  
	undefined_4: Everyone welcome 
	Its about_5: You will work with colleagues and partners to design and develop mutually beneficial opportunities that are attractive and accessible to different audiences - both current and future supporters.  You will champion a 'one team' culture. 
	Its about_6: You will look for efficiencies and process improvements to enhance the experience for volunteers, volunteer managers and partners. You will ensure your volunteering system users are aware of guidance and remain compliant. You will help utilise the full functionality of your/my volunteering.
	Role profile for a: Volunteering Experience Officer
	Grade: 9
	KSE: Understanding off good practice in volunteering and volunteer management. Understanding of innovation in volunteering and different approaches to participation. Some knowledge of relevant legislative requirements relating to the role - including legal distinctiveness of volunteeringUnderstanding of the social trends, different audience motivations and the external context impacting on volunteering and participationAble to build effective and collaborative working relationships with property teams and partners. Excellent co-ordination and organisation skills with experience of process improvement and fundamental project management skills. An ability to plan and understand broader property issues - beyond volunteering. Good communication and team-working skillsAble to support those managing, supervising and working alongside volunteers. Able to present and interpret people data
	Job Title of line manager: Member of Property Leadership Team (who is designated PLT lead for volunteering)
	Financial responsibility: Will manage delegated budgets or project funding as necessary
	Line management: Potentially team of volunteers
	Area of impact: A property with significant numbers of volunteers/volunteering hours and/or a property with a less complex offer e.g. some variety of volunteer job families/types e,g, one-off, regular, skills based/some volunteer partners/some degree of flexible volunteering/dynamic programming . Or partial responsibility at a property with large numbers of volunteers/hours/complexity
	Nature of impact: Ensuring all volunteers and volunteer managers have a quality and consistent experience - which is planned, monitored and evaluated. You will be co-ordinating volunteer involvement on and off property, ultimately increasing participation and engagement in all aspects of the property business plan e.g. VE, Conservation, Nature, Growing Support, Urban Places, Inclusion)
	Internal/External relationships: Internal - works with designated lead for volunteering on PLT, works across property departments, volunteers, other volunteering officers and leads at other properties, Programming & Partnerships Manager, those managing, supervising & working alongside volunteers. Part of regional/national volunteering community to shape/adopt good practice. External - volunteering partners and community groups. 
	Author: Chloe Keen (Head of Volunteering) 
	Approved: Chloe Keen
	Checked: People Business Partner
	Evaluated: v1 - Cons ready 22/07/2020
	DD: 22
	MM: 07
	YYYY: 2020
	Its about_2: You will build the confidence & capability of those managing, supervising and working alongside volunteers, and ensure everyone on property has a shared view of the core volunteer journey and good practice. 
	You will be responsible for: Working across a property, or part of a property with a large/complex volunteering offer, to create a consistent and quality volunteer experience that is positive, flexible and inclusive.  Delivering and influencing the property's strategic plan for volunteering.  Identifying new ways to support the Property Business Plan through increased and improved volunteer involvement.  Constantly evolving volunteering opportunities, ensuring mutual benefit and responding to the changing needs of the organisation and current/potential supporters. Creating wider and deeper local connections and helping to shift to more targeted and differentiated volunteering.
	undefined_5: Systems & Processes 
	undefined_2: Volunteer Involvement & Engagement
	undefined: Volunteer Manager experience
	Organisational Area: Operations


